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1 Introduction 

St Chad’s Church stands on a prominent site in the heart of Bensham, with a sweeping view 
across the Team Valley.  It is a grand and striking building with a distinctive clock tower and 
eye-catching stone carvings particularly around the North Door.  It sits within a small site, 
surrounded by railings, within a network of terraced housing.  There is an enclosed play park 
to the north and, currently, an area cleared of housing to the west.   
 
Bensham was an area of farms and fields until the 1850s.  As industry grew in the area– 
from quarrying and mining to engineering, plate mills and glassmaking – new housing was 
required and dense terraces of Tyneside flats were built at the turn of the 20th century.  The 
church was built as the ‘Cathedral for the Working People’ to a very high specification in 
1903.  Its style is Victorian Gothic with Arts & Crafts tendencies.    
 
Today it serves a community in transition as the terraces are being redeveloped and new 
long and short term residents will be joining the existing population.  The church has a small 
but loyal congregation of largely older people and is currently well used for baptisms in 
particular.  Following reordering in the early 1990s, the church also has a number of meeting 
and activity rooms and is regularly used for community meetings, weekly activities and 
school groups.  The church also draws visitors with an interest in its history, particularly its 
Arts & Crafts features, as well as those with family connections. 
  
 
2 Current activities 

2.1 Worship 

St Chad’s Church holds services every Sunday, prayers on a Wednesday lunchtime and a 
prayer meeting every Friday afternoon.  Once a month there is also a Saturday afternoon 
family service on and a Saturday morning open hour with coffee.  
 
Average attendance to the Sunday service is about 20, most of whom are elderly although a 
couple of young families have recently joined.  The church also holds Christmas and 
Remembrance Services each year.  It is well-used for baptisms, between 30 and 40 are held 
each year on average and drawing in up to 40 people per service; it is also occasionally used 
for funerals but very rarely for weddings.  The church can accommodate around 180 people 
in the nave with a further 50 on the balcony if required. 
 
2.2 Community and other users 

The church is used for a number of church and community activities and events, including: 
 

 Monthly parish council meetings 
 A weekly luncheon club for older people, currently at capacity with 30 diners each 

week and with a waiting list of many more 
 Weekly meetings for e.g. Slimming World, Yoga 
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 Annual Heritage Open Day, which attracts 20 to 30 adults and children 
 Annual Friends of Saltwell Park coffee morning, carol service and guided tour 
 Occasional events e.g. Awards presentation for c100 Scouts in March 2015, musical 

and choral evenings, Northern Architectural Historical Society Christmas dinner 
 

The church also hosts visits by local school groups two or three times a year, with 20 to 30 
children per visit, plus other special interest groups such as an annual summer school.  The 
church also currently runs a food bank service in partnership with Gateshead Food Bank. 
  
2.3 Visitors 

The church is not usually open outside of services, except for an hour on a Saturday morning 
once a month, due to concerns about theft and vandalism.  The railings around the building, 
its lofty façade and closed doors can also make it looked shut even when activities are going 
on inside.   
 
It is not known how many visitors come to the church outside of services and events, but 
numbers are inevitably limited by the fact that the church is mostly closed.  However, the 
positive responses from the visitors who come during the annual heritage open day, and the 
small but regular stream of visits by those with a special interest in the church, suggest there 
is potential to share the stories of the building and its history with a wider audience.  Regular 
use by key groups for community activities and meetings also suggests that suitable 
activities and events on the right topic could attract more local people and visitors, 
particularly if well promoted and publicised. 
 
 
3 Current heritage experience and offer 

3.1 Access 

As noted above, the church is not generally open and thus not always available to people 
looking for a place for quiet prayer or contemplation, wanting to enjoy its history or following 
family links outside of service times except by appointment. 
 
The church is very visible but often looks closed even when events are on, although the 
team is to be commended for beginning to promote events and activities with laminated 
sheets on the railings near the north door and applying to the DAC for a faculty to add a 
proper noticeboard out front.   
 
Parking is not an issue at the church currently, with a few spaces immediately opposite the 
north door and plenty of on-street parking.  It remains to be seen whether parking will get 
more difficult in future as the community is redeveloped. 
 
There are three doors into the church: all three have steps to reach them but a ramp has 
been introduced to reach the door into the east end.  There are gates on the approach to 
the east and west doors which are also kept locked.   
 
Once inside, the nave is open, level and easy to move around.  It is a large and soaring 
space with fixed pews and a plethora of decoration and detail to admire.  At the rear of the 
nave there is an enclosed meeting room with a servery, with access to a foyer area where 
there are toilets, including disabled facilities.  There are two sets of stairs, one from the 
foyer area and one leading from the west door, which lead up to a small office, another 
meeting and an open balcony area overlooking the nave.  There is no lift to reach this upper 
level. 
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3.2 Interpretation 

The church offers a number of ways to find out about its mission, special qualities and 
history, including: 
 

 A church leaflet, produced and printed in house, which provides a useful overview 
of its history and a tour of its highlights.  The team is aware that this is ready for a 
review and update 

 Meditations on the church fabric – the team has also produced a number of 
laminated A4 sheets that provide a host of detail on the various highlights within the 
church and their significance 

 The church website, http://www.stchadsbensham.org.uk, which includes 
information about its mission, activities and events, along with some information 
about the building’s history based on the leaflet.  The website would benefit from a 
review and updating (at the time of writing the events page is from 2014) 

 Guided tours, the team will happily provide guided tours for schools during their 
visits and for other visitors and groups on request 

 
Members of the team are very interested and knowledgeable about many aspects of the 
church’s history and architecture and have gathered a host of information about it.  There 
are clearly opportunities to develop the interpretation on site and to make more of this 
archive available to general users and those with a special interest. 
 
3.3 Facilities 

The church offers a good level of supporting facilities, although they would benefit from 
some updating.  They include: 
 

 Four toilets, including one suitable for disabled people 
 A ground floor community / meeting room, with a servery and access into the 

kitchen / catering facilities and direct access into the nave 
 A smaller meeting room upstairs, with access from the west door and opening 

out onto the balcony 
 A small office upstairs 

 
 
4 Current and potential users 

4.1 The congregation 

A small congregation of about 20 to weekly services, with larger numbers for seasonal 
services, baptisms and funerals.  There is a good relationship with local schools, who visit 
the church fairly regularly.   
 
4.2 The community and other users 

The community is undergoing significant change as older housing is redeveloped and 
replaced.  The parish has a population of just under 20,000 and includes a number of 
distinct communities, including around 4,500 Orthodox Jews, several different Muslim 
communities and a transient population of Eastern Europeans.   
 
This is also an area of considerable deprivation, with high levels of child poverty, 
unemployment, health and education issues and anti-social behaviour.   
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The church team are working hard to provide important services for the community, 
including engaging with local schools and working in partnership to deliver a lunch club and 
food bank, and has aspirations to do much more.  However, the team is at capacity and it is 
essential to attract and engage more volunteers so that it can continue to deliver and 
develop facilities and activities for congregation and community.  It is also recognised that 
the facilities and spaces within the church are not ideal currently and are already a constraint 
for key activities like the lunch club. 
 
4.3 Visitors 

As noted earlier, the numbers and nature of visitors to the church is uncertain beyond 
services and events.  Feedback from visitors, such as special interest groups and Heritage 
Open Day attendees, does demonstrate that the church can and does draw people from near 
and far and that there is an appetite for its history and stories. 
 
The Heritage Open Day feedback suggests that visitors particularly appreciate: 
 

 The warm welcome and the gently informative guided tours 
 The remarkable woodwork in the church and the theological interpretation it contains 
 Other craft highlights, such as the metalwork and stained glass 

 
The team would like visitors to appreciate the church’s heritage and history, not least its 
liturgical significance and architectural highlights, as well as its place at the heart of an ever-
changing community over the last century.   
 
The heritage offer could be developed at St Chad’s with careful and sensitive projects, 
partnership working and effective promotion.  Opportunities include: 
 

 Developing links with other heritage sites in the area, such as nearby Bensham Grove 
with its William Morris windows, industrial heritage like Dunstan Staithes, galleries 
such as the Shipley and other Arts & Crafts churches and sites farther afield.  This 
could take the form of a local heritage walking trail from the church and/or creating 
shared resources and trails across the region with e.g. St Chad’s sister church of St 
Oswald’s in Hartlepool; St Aidan’s Church in Bamburgh with its WS Hicks stone screen 

 Using the heritage as an opportunity to work in partnership to provide training for 
community members and to develop and share new skills; this might begin with 
training on digitising the church archives and developing a new website on which to 
make them available  

 Looking at opportunities to use the church and community’s history and heritage for 
broader benefits with e.g. local schools and care homes.  Opportunities exist to e.g. 
create reminiscence boxes for dementia sufferers as part of the outreach work with 
local care homes and/or develop church resources for visiting schools and other 
groups 

 
4.4 Volunteers 

The dedicated and loyal core church team offers a range of very useful skills, not least their 
knowledge of and enthusiasm for the church and commitment to developing and sharing its 
mission, special qualities and stories.  Practical skills such as research, networking and 
computing have proved invaluable to date. 
 
The team is to be commended for already providing opportunities for offender rehabilitation 
by enabling young people to support and help run church activities.  The local council has 
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also assisted in the search for new volunteers by running volunteer weeks and running 
adverts through their news network.  However, the team still needs to attract new 
volunteers and other support in order to move forward.   
 
4.5 Target audiences for heritage activity 

Based on this brief assessment of the mix of current audiences at the church, the Bensham 
community and context, and the team’s successes to date, the suggested target audiences 
for heritage engagement in the short to medium term are: 
 

 Local people and visitors interested in history, including special interest groups 
and general interest visitors to the town and area; local history and heritage may also 
be a useful tool for engaging with local older people through activities at the 
church and in its outreach work  

 Local families, through greater engagement with schools and by offering family-
friendly activities  

 Local people interested in using and developing their skills, by developing 
and promoting broader opportunities to get involved and by delivering projects that 
develop new skills for all ages 

 
 

5 Heritage engagement opportunities 

5.1 Review of aspirations 

The team’s focus recently has been on attracting funding for repairs to the building, 
particularly the roof.  Alongside this, the need to review and update the facilities within the 
church since the reordering in the 1990s no longer meets current needs and standards. 
Upgrading the supporting facilities, such as heating and lighting, will enhance the experience 
for all church users from congregation to community and visitors. 
 
Alongside this practical work, the team has identified a number of other potential 
opportunities for encouraging more users and attracting new volunteers.  It is considering, 
for example, an enhanced website, a new leaflet, new interpretation, wifi access in the 
building, a screen and projector for worship and other activities and offering the church as a 
film set.  
 
5.2 Key recommendations 

While the church’s longer term aspirations to improve its welcome and enhance its facilities 
are to be welcomed, we recommend the team aims to undertake some modest, quick win 
activities as well.  These can be used to test the impact and efficacy of different actions on 
target audiences and assess likely demand for other projects and activities. 
 
Taking small and achievable steps will help raise the profile of the church and its activities 
and events, demonstrate to local people and visitors that change is afoot and hopefully 
stimulate new interest in getting involved with the life of the church (whether as a visitor, 
participant or a volunteer).  Importantly it will also provide valuable feedback to inform likely 
demand for new or different facilities, building on the consultation work already achieved to 
date. 
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5.3 Opportunities for engaging with the church’s heritage 

These opportunities build upon existing successes and new ideas identified by the church 
team and during discussion with the Inspired Futures consultants.  The short term proposals 
here are a suggested list from which the team can cherry-pick, in order to test different 
approaches to engagement with the church mission, building and heritage.  Inviting 
comment and feedback at every stage, and evaluating each project against clear targets, will 
provide robust guidance on how best to target effort, resources and funds in the future. 
 
The short term activities recommended here are designed to raise the profile of the church 
and test sample events.  It is hoped that this will encourage new volunteers who might help 
steward the church (with the aim of developing a regular programme of opening outside 
services) as well as potentially attracting other folk who would be interested in taking on the 
development and delivery of some of these new activities in the medium and longer term. 
 
The medium and longer term projects suggested here will be dependent upon the successes 
or otherwise in the short term, and the team should remain open to developing and adapting 
its vision to respond to findings and feedback.  All these elements are suggestions only and 
should be explored and reviewed at each stage within the parameters of the church mission, 
other projects and activities and the overall vision for the site. 
 
 
Suggestions for short term actions and activities: 
 
 An activity and interpretation plan – the church team’s main priority is maintaining 

and reordering the building but there is a range of opportunities for complementing this 
work and engaging more and different users through the church’s rich heritage and 
unique partnerships.  It is therefore strongly recommended that the team prepares a 
robust plan for activities and interpretation to identify appropriate heritage projects, 
phase the work and plot the necessary aims, actions and outcomes 

 
 Community consultation – with a new and developing community on the doorstep, 

the church needs to find simple and cost-effective ways to respond to this growing and 
changing needs (and to attract new worshippers, visitors and volunteers).  Active 
engagement with the community and visitors on what people like, dislike and would like 
to see in future brings considerable benefits in identifying priorities, testing activities and 
directing future resources and effort and will always be welcomed by funders. 
Opportunities include: 

 
 Developing a simple online questionnaire that asks how people use the building and 

site currently and invites feedback on various potential future activities and events; 
this could be circulated widely and well promoted, perhaps with an incentive to take 
part, such as a prize draw (sites such as Surveymonkey are easy to use and offer up 
to ten questions for free) 

 A small display of ideas and opportunities in the church, with an invitation to leave 
comments and vote on preferred ideas 

 Some ‘Find out what we’re up to’ events, offering free refreshments, at the church 
and elsewhere locally e.g. Bensham Grove, the local schools, ideally when people are 
gathering there anyway; take along some archive material and things to look at and 
do, for participants to browse through, and a simple display of proposals to discuss 
and invite comments on 
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 Encourage feedback and support during and after all activities and events, including 
guided tours; provide very short questionnaires for people to complete before they 
leave (give out cards and pencils at the end); consider a supermarket style voting 
system to keep it even simpler (some Perspex or plastic boxes with simple options 
showing development options, different activities or asking simple questions, then 
give each person a token to vote with) 

 Continue to talk to local schools, special interest groups and other potential partners 
to tell them what you’re planning and invite their input on needs and expectations; 
garner their support and respond to their suggestions 

 
 Making people welcome – the opportunity to display ‘welcome, we are open’ signage, 

such as a banner on the railings or an A-board at the church door, whenever the church 
is open.  Aim for something more colourful and eye-catching than the modest laminated 
sheets currently zip-tied to the railings.  Continue to pursue the installation of a 
noticeboard out front, which is currently under consideration by the DAC 

 
 Refreshing welcome – in the short term, i.e. until the café concept can be developed, 

consider offering free / donation refreshments and some comfortable seats for 
anyone calling in when the church is open e.g. someone seeking a quiet space for 
reflection or wrestling with a personal issue.  Ensure practical information and 
interpretation are on hand to add value to their visit 

 
 Ensure effective awareness-raising and promotion – as ever, it is essential to raise 

awareness of the church, promote its activities and events, and to highlight the changes 
afoot to keep people informed and involved.  In the longer term, the proposed new 
website and social media will help maintain contact but there is a need to identify 
opportunities to share information and keep people up to date as well as to develop new 
networks.  The team could consider using the consultation process to start building up 
and/or augmenting a contact list, and should also ensure a regular exchange of 
information with partners  

 
 
Suggestions for medium term actions and activities:  
 
 Update or replace the church website – while the existing church website is useful 

in providing basic information, it does look rather dated and the information it features 
also needs updating (2014 events are still showing at the time of writing). 

 
The team probably feels it doesn’t have the resources to develop a new website but it is 
strongly recommended that a search goes out to find some volunteers who would be 
able to develop and maintain a site that provides a warm welcome, practical information 
about worship and visiting, the church mission, access to history, heritage and associated 
archives, and links to project partners.  This site should be lively, engaging, informative 
and up-to-date.   

 
A longer term aspiration may also be to have a social media presence e.g. Facebook, 
Twitter, but again a team needs to be put together to make this happen and the ensure 
that there are regular updates and new posts. 
 

 Update the church leaflet – the team is to be commended for the leaflet and host of 
laminated information sheets it has created and made available.  However, the 
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redevelopment of the church should be regarded as an opportunity to review and refresh 
the interpretive material in line with other new facilities and features. 
 
The new leaflet should enable visitors to take a self-guided tour.  It should be a clear, 
simple guide to the highlights inside and out, using friendly and accessible language and 
ideally providing an easy-to-use plan or other device for leading visitors to the key 
features it describes.  It is also recommended that images be used to illustrate any 
features that might be hard to see or indeed not on display e.g. the leaflet currently 
shows an image of the font, which is easy to find and enjoy, while it describes but does 
not illustrate the silverware, which is usually kept safely locked out of sight.  
 

 Sharing stories, sharing skills – the opportunity to develop new skills and create new 
resources centred around the church archives.  The team is already active in researching 
the history and heritage of the church; there is the opportunity to invite others to be part 
of the process by aiming to catalogue the archive and make it available on line.  Offer 
the community skills training in digitising, scanning, researching, gathering oral history 
and creating temporary exhibitions.  As part of this process, consider creating 
reminiscence / resource boxes that feature images and objects relating to the church and 
area’s heritage; these can be used for e.g. special needs groups, formal and informal 
learning and engaging older people both in church and as outreach 

 
 Special access days – explore the potential for offering special access on occasions to 

parts of the church not normally accessible e.g. the roof, the tower; promote these 
widely as a rare and exciting opportunity (may attract new and different visitors)  

 
 Informal guided tours – the church currently offers informal guided tours on request 

and for schools and other visiting groups.  There is the potential to develop this offer, 
particularly if raising the profile of the church, and highlighting its industrial heritage and 
arts and crafts significance, begins to draw in more visitors with general and specialist 
interest.   

 
Encourage new stewards / tour guides and provide training and opportunities to take 
part in research (and promote skills development and social aspects of being part of the 
team).  Develop a guides’ manual that provides the facts, figures and stories that the 
guides should base their tours upon, keep this up-to-date and make easily available 
(develop as a PDF, for example, so it can be updated and circulated easily) 

 
 Lectures and workshops – there is also the potential to develop or facilitate a lecture 

series and/or craft workshops to showcase heritage skills like stained glass, woodworking 
and metalworking, relating to the local heritage and church.  These could be developed 
in partnership with e.g. The National Glass Centre in Sunderland. 

 
 

Suggestions for longer term actions and activities: 
 
The following projects are likely to be interlinked, enabling the church to be part of a 
community history project and be able to showcase its own story and the local heritage.  It 
is also hoped that new and different volunteers would be inspired to take part and that 
sharing and developing new skills would be at the heart of this work. 
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It is therefore recommended that the church consider drawing in specialist skills to help lead 
and develop the projects, and that the team looks for someone with experience of working 
with community groups and specialises in developing heritage-related skills and initiatives 
 
 Church guidebook – consider, in the longer term, developing an attractive souvenir 

booklet.  This could focus primarily on the church’s story, its distinctive design features 
and industrial links as well as sharing the stories of the local heritage and community 
past and present.  Again, ensure the guide is friendly, accessible and easy-to-use 

 
 Celebrate St Chad’s exhibition – St Chad’s has a significant history as the Cathedral 

for the Working People and is valued for its Arts & Crafts features, including the wood 
and metal work and stained glass.  The balcony lends itself as an obvious place to site 
exhibition material to share and celebrate this history (assuming access is upgraded).  It 
is recommended that the team work with a reputable interpretive design company to 
develop attractive, high quality displays for this area that make good use of the bird’s 
eye view over the body of the church.  These displays should be designed to appeal to 
visitors of all ages and abilities and to incorporate interactive elements and temporary 
display material.  It is also strongly recommended that they are designed to be 
moveable, so that this space can be used for other events and activities as required e.g. 
display boxes on wheels that can be moved around and opened up.  

 
One topic might feature a challenge to spot all the lovely details around the building, 
from sculptural creatures on the exterior to carved fruit and flowers inside.  The displays 
could feature binoculars for spotting details from the balcony as well as a real or virtual 
link to the tower to get views outside as well. 

 
 Integrated messages – the team might also wish to consider the significant 

opportunity to incorporate heritage messages in most or all of the public spaces in the 
church, so that all users – whether coming for worship, to a coffee morning or doing 
yoga – are provided with access to insights about the building, mission and community.  
This could be based simply around some attractive interpretive graphics telling stories 
and/or be an opportunity to create new and creative works in partnership with local 
people, schools and arts groups and organisations.  For example: 

 

 An Eye for Detail project, where local people of all ages create art or take 
photographs to exhibit around the walls focussing on church’s decorative details 

 Working Past, a partnership with art / design departments of the local schools / 
colleges to create e.g. a series of period posters for display in the public spaces in the 
church (like 1930s railway posters) that celebrate and interpret the past industries of 
this area such as glassmaking, engineering, railways, plate mill, ropeworks.  This 
could be a great opportunity to encourage local people to find out about the area’s 
heritage and be part of research process and add to the archive.  The images could 
also be made available to sell as postcards and posters 

 
 Resources for schools and families – the church could work with key partners like 

schools and charities to provide a series of resources suitable for schools, groups and 
families.  These resources could encourage local families to make more use of the church 
and could be linked to e.g. a new mums and toddlers group; school holiday ‘play days’ 
(these activities and resources could be trialled in the short term to test their potential 
and to see if it attracts new volunteers willing to help with delivery). 
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 Children’s discovery trail – this could include the church, its immediate environs 
and potentially the park opposite, promoting the wonderful exterior details, views of 
the church and around the settlement and across the valley. 

 
 Activity packs for a range of ages e.g. bags of different blocks for smaller children 

so they can look for these shapes in the church (and there are many circles, crosses, 
diamonds etc. to find); a wildlife trail to find and photograph or draw the church’s 
many animals, flowers, fruit; magnifying glasses, binoculars, mirrors for older 
children to encourage searching for details and looking at spaces in different ways; 
inspiration bags that draw attention to the arts and crafts details here and include 
copies of artworks, poetry, stories and music to encourage creativity 

 
 Arts & Crafts trails – an opportunity to work with other significant churches, buildings 

and sites with Arts & Crafts links (locally and farther afield) to create real and virtual 
tours 

 
Developing links with the new and changing community is going to be key for St Chad’s.  
Finding ways to engage with a growing population will inevitably require some trial and error 
until you light upon those activities that really hit the spot, and you will require time, energy 
and resources to make them happen.  However, working with partners and engaging new 
volunteers will help share the load.  Here are some ideas that might prove fruitful: 
 
 Breaking bread – food has been used as successful community heritage theme in a 

number of places.  Sharing different foods, reminiscing about favourite family recipes 
and talking about food traditions can be a shared experience.  Projects like ‘Pie Days & 
Holidays’ in Margate1 demonstrates that food can bring even the most fragmented 
communities together 

 
 Performance potential – local drama groups and schools (and the Little Cat Theatre?) 

may be interested in creating a community play to be performed in the church about 
the area’s rich heritage and changing community.  This could also draw in local craft 
groups and/or workshop sessions to make masks, costumes, paint a set etc.  The whole 
process could be recorded by community members to create a further new resource and 
archive.  Alternatively, the aim could be to make a community film2, making use of the 
proposed new audio visual equipment for screening it 

 
 Develop walking routes – work in partnership with others e.g. Dunston Staithes, 

Bensham Grove, Shipley Gallery, Baltic and Sage to create appealing walking routes that 
link different resources within easy reach of the church.  These could be based on 
different themes e.g. A Tasty Trail (a food tour via Coatsworth Road); An Arty Amble 
(linking the church’s Arts & Crafts credentials with Bensham Grove’s stained glass and 
Shipley’s collection); A Family Fun Trail (linking local parks and play).  These could be 
promoted as enjoyable excursions and well as healthy walks.  There is also the potential 
to offer these or other themed routes as occasional special event guided walks 

  

                                           
1 Check out the 2011 Margate ‘Pie Days & Holidays’ project for inspiration on engaging communities 
through food http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b010lyy6 
2 Kielder Local History Group’s HLF-funded Kielder Viaduct project included a community film as well 
as a heritage webpage about the archives they unearthed: http://www.visitkielder.com/play/history 
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Appendix – Supporting information and useful contacts 
(to follow) 
 


